
Marana Auditorium, Hurstville

SYLLABUS
 – LIMITED SPACES AVAILABLE -

Early Bird Registrations Now Open!Early Bird Registrations Now Open!
DATE: Sunday, 17th March 2024 

Enter up toEnter up to TWO (2) entries in each style. TWO (2) entries in each style.  
Competitor can enter a maximum of 10 routinesCompetitor can enter a maximum of 10 routines  

STYLES   
Contemporary - Lyrical - Jazz - Hip Hop - Any Style (Tap not permitted in Any
Style). Routine Time Limit is 2.5 minutes. Enter up to 10 solos per dancer
(maximum 2 solos per style)  

GENERAL INFO
Age is based on 1 January 2024. Certificate of birth to be provided upon request.
Age Categories: 7/U, 9/U, 11/U, 13/U, 15/O. Levels available - Pre-Open and Open 

REGISTRATION 
Entries are accepted on a first come basis and are open to amateur dancers only.
Full payment is the only method to guarantee your registration. Competition
closing on 28/02/24, or when sold out. 

ENTRY FEES per entry: 
EARLY BIRD : $40.00 before 1/02/24 . From 1/02/24 : $45.00    
Duos/Trio : $60.00 before 1/02/24. From 1/02/24 : $70.00 
Competitor’s Registration: $40.00  



AWARDS:AWARDS:

 
VIBE DANCE reserves the right to change/cancel any event due to weather, or any other circumstance
deemed necessary. VIBE Dance reserves the right to divide entries with excessive numbers and
combine groups where there are insufficient entries. If there are more than twenty (20) entries in a
particular section, it will be divided into two sections. The program for the event is subject to
change at the discretion of VIBE DANCE. 

Refunds of entries will only be issued if it was a duplication entry or if the event is cancelled. A fee
of $5.00 per entry maybe applicable for late entries. Competitor Registration fee is non refundable
and non transferable.

All competitors give VIBE DANCE permission to use their photos, video and/or likeness in any of our
promotional efforts without compensation, unless VIBE DANCE has been informed otherwise in writing
PRIOR to the event. (Please email to info@vibedance.com.au if this is the case).

ADJUDICATION CRITERIA: 
Technique: 40% Performance & Execution: 35% Choreography: 10% Costume & Music
15%

Section Awards Trophies awarded to
1st, 2nd and 3rd places. 
Medals for Highly Commended. 
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IMPORTANT BITSIMPORTANT BITS
Our mantra at VIBE DANCE is about being FUN and SAFE. We aim to create a healthy, positive VIBE competitio

We bare the right to refuse entries andto remove anyone who behaves in an unacceptable manner.  B
submitting entry information, you agree to comply with all policies, procedures, rules and regulations as s
for the by VIBE DANCE. 

mailto:info@vibedance.com.au


IMPORTANT BITS CONTINUED... 
 All music must be electronically uploaded no later than a week prior to the event. Remember to
check your music after you have uploaded to ensure it is correct and ready to be played. VIBE
DANCE is not responsible for incorrect uploads or the quality of the music. Please have a backup
of all music on a USB in the correct format (m4a or mp3) with you on the day of your event.
Penalties of $5.00 per routine may apply if music is changed on the day of the performance. 

COMPETITION DAY DETAILS 
It is the competitor’s responsibility to check in with the Backstage Manager two (2) sections
prior to his/her scheduled performance. Only competitors in the section will be allowed side
stage at any time. Children under 16 should be under adult supervision at all times or may be
asked to leave the premise. Resin is not allowed.

Competitors must perform in sequence of the program. The only exception to this rule is when
there are less than five (5) acts in between performances and is at the Backstage Manager’s
discretion as to when you are positioned in the program to perform out of sequence. No
dancing out of section will be permitted. Props must be mobile and under your watch at all
times. It must be brought on and off stage promptly with the exception of 7/U competitors,
parents are not allowed backstage. Coaching/ prompting from wings is only permitted for 7/U.
All dancers and competitors assume full responsibility for personal property and injuries
incurred during the competition at the venue and its vicinity. This extends to all family,
friends, and associates of the competitors. 

It is agreed that the competitor will not hold VIBE DANCE, or its directors, employees, and
volunteers liable for injuries sustained or illness contracted by them while in attendance
and/or performing in any activity at VIBE DANCE.

You are responsible to bring your own first aid kit as venues may not have them readily
available. VIBE Dance is not responsible to provide any first aid treatment or equipment. 

The adjudicators’ decision is final. There is to be no communication with the adjudicator. VIBE
Dance reserves the right to appoint a new adjudicator should the previously confirmed
adjudicator is unable to perform his/her duty on the day of the event.  
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COMPETITION DAY DETAILS CONTINUED... 
All awards and prizes received are the responsibility of the individual. They can only be
collected at the end of competition. If you are unable to collect them, it is your responsible to
nominate someone to collect on your award on your behalf. VIBE Dance is not responsible for
posting them to you. 

In order to protect the safety and privacy of all competitors and the artistic right of the
choreographer, videography and photography during performance is strictly prohibited. We
reserve the right to remove the recording devices as well as possible disqualification from the
competition. The audience is welcome to take photos during the awards ceremonies.
Choreography and costuming should be kept age appropriate and suitable for family
entertainment. The appropriate attire for improvisation is dancewear. 

Kindly treat the venue with respect. Please ensure all dressing rooms are tidy at the end of the
day. Remove all personal items, including litter from auditorium, dressing rooms, toilets and
public spaces before you leave. Any messy changing rooms will result in a cleaning fee (payable
by the entrants who shared the dressing room) up to $300. Competitior(s) found to have
caused damage to the dressing room will be charged the repair costs. If existing damage is
found within the dressing room, please notify the Back Stage Manager or VIBE staff
immediately. Smoking is prohibited in all competition areas.

CovidSafe Plan: 
VIBE DANCE is held in a CovidSafe manner. All competitors, families, friends, employees or
volunteers of VIBE DANCE should not attend the venue if they are unwell with any symptoms
suggestive of Covid19. All competitors, families, friends, employees or volunteers of VIBE
DANCE need to practice good hand hygiene. 

VIBE_DANCECOMP_AU@VIBEDC
Keep up with Vibe Dance via our socials!

Sign up today by using this QR code to access our
www.comps-online.com.au quick link form!
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